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BLOODY HELL: HOW INSUFFICIENT ACCESS TO MENSTRUAL HYGIENE PRODUCTS CREATES INHUMANE CONDITIONS FOR INCARCERATED WOMEN

by: Lauren Shaw*

ABSTRACT

For thousands of incarcerated women in the United States, dealing with menstruation is a nightmare. Across the country, many female prisoners lack sufficient access to feminine hygiene products, which negatively affects their health and rehabilitation. Although the international standards for the care of female prisoners have been raised in attempt to eliminate this issue, these standards are often not followed in the United States. This Comment argues that denial of feminine hygiene products to female prisoners violates human decency. Additionally, this Comment considers possible constitutional violations caused by this denial, reviews current efforts to correct this problem, and provides suggestions for possible legislative solutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pop culture has opened our eyes to women in prison. *Orange is the New Black*, a fictional Netflix series about women in a corrections facility, has brought viewer attention to the treatment women receive in prison.1 This newfound attention has raised awareness and opened the dialog for many women’s issues.2 But television can romanticize the reality of prison conditions, which diminishes public awareness of other serious issues still prevalent in the prison system. For example, in *Orange is the New Black*, characters create makeshift shower shoes out of sanitary napkins to avoid contracting foot fungus from the prison showers.3 While this shows the innovative measures some prisoners take to endure their confinement, it also downplays a serious injustice women prisoners experience. This scene portrays that all women prisoners have ready access to feminine hygiene products. However, that is not true.

The inaccessibility of feminine hygiene products in prison leads to results that go beyond basic unhygienic practices. In many facilities, the distribution of these products is at the discretion of the corrections officers.4 Many women report that corrections officers use this discretion as a means of control by limiting access to feminine hygiene products as a punishment or form of humiliation.5 Additionally, facilities often sell feminine hygiene products in the commissary, but this does not provide adequate access because many women cannot afford to purchase them due to limited funds, increased prices, or both.6 Fur-

---

2. See id. at 1131–32.
4. Id.
5. Id.
6. Id.
ther, even if the women can afford them, the privilege to purchase items from commissary can be revoked.\(^7\)

Although the awareness gained from pop culture is a step in the right direction for women’s issues, prisoners’ lack of access to feminine hygiene products is an injustice that deserves legal attention and correction. When asked about the *Orange is the New Black* scene of sanitary pads as shower shoes, a former prisoner said, “I’d rather get foot fungus than waste those things. . . . I had to go to war for each one of them.”\(^8\)

This Comment argues that to correct a serious social injustice, corrections institutions should provide sufficient feminine hygiene products to women prisoners at no cost. Part II of this Comment explains the problem with current practices and the associated risks of insufficient access to feminine hygiene products. Part III examines the United States’ disregard for human rights and reviews the current international standard for the treatment of women prisoners. Part IV analyzes the constitutional protections afforded to prisoners and discusses the possibility of Eighth Amendment claims based on the denial of feminine hygiene products. Part V discusses the current efforts toward a solution to this problem and proposes principles for legislation as a possible solution.

II. THE PROBLEM

A. *Current Practices Attack Human Dignity*

Denying women prisoners products that are necessary to manage their menstruation can lead to unacceptable results. While not every female prisoner faces this problem, many women who were denied sufficient access to feminine hygiene products while incarcerated recount indecent and humiliating experiences.\(^9\) For example, in a New York state prison, a woman who was not provided any feminine hygiene products while she was menstruating was subjected to a strip search.\(^10\) While blood ran down her legs, the corrections officer berated her with degrading comments, including how disgusting she was.\(^11\) In response, New York’s Department of Corrections and Community Supervision announced that their policy was to provide the products as needed.\(^12\) In Kentucky, a woman was brought into court

---

8. Greenberg, supra note 3.
9. Id.
10. Id.
11. Id.
12. Id.
pantless after a corrections facility denied her pants and feminine hygiene products for three days. While apologizing to the woman for what happened, the judge said, “this is completely inhumane and unacceptable, and I’m incredibly sorry you had to go through this.”

The policies related to feminine hygiene in prisons are inconsistent throughout the criminal justice system, and specific policies for the provision of feminine hygiene products vary greatly among facilities. In some prisons, the women are permitted to get pads whenever needed. However, in many facilities, guards have complete discretion over the distribution of feminine hygiene products. Policies that give correctional officers extensive control over this deeply personal aspect of women’s lives create easy opportunities for abuses of power. Some facilities require women to ask a guard, often male, each time they need a feminine hygiene product. This leads to unequal treatment when guards unevenly distribute the products to specific housing units or even specific individuals they favor. Additionally, the unchecked discretion allows guards to deny feminine hygiene products as a form of punishment or as a way to reinforce their dominance over the women.

Even when women are given feminine hygiene products, they are often insufficient in quality, quantity, or both. Frequently, the pads they are provided have a low absorbency and do not have wings. And due to limited access, women have had to wear feminine hygiene

---


14. Id.


16. In this Comment, I use the terms “pad,” “sanitary towel,” and “sanitary napkin” interchangeably.

17. Id.

18. Id.

19. Id.

20. See Greenberg, supra note 3.

21. See id.

22. Kristina Marusic, The Sickening Truth About What It’s Like to Get Your Period in Prison, WOMEN’S HEALTH (July 7, 2016), https://www.womenshealthmag.com/life/women-jail-periods [https://perma.cc/P2HE-JSRW]. Women may use various types of feminine hygiene products during menstruation, such as sanitary pads, tampons, and menstrual cups. See Types of Best Feminine Hygiene Products, CURE JOY (Feb. 28, 2017), https://www.curejoy.com/content/best-feminine-hygiene-products/ [https://perma.cc/WBY4-5BFS]. Variations may also be found within the specific types of feminine hygiene products. Id. Both tampons and sanitary pads typically come in different sizes and levels of absorbency. Id. The products may also come with specific features. For example, some sanitary pads have wings—extra adhesive material on the sides that fold and stick to underwear—to help secure the pad in place.
products past the recommended length of usage—to the point that pads have slid out of their clothes onto the floor. It is recommended that women use twenty feminine hygiene products per menstrual cycle, but some prison policies only allot ten feminine hygiene products per month. Further, women’s menstrual cycles vary in length and frequency, so having a set allotment of products does not sufficiently accommodate individual needs. The types of feminine hygiene products available in prison are also limited. Although many women prefer tampons, prisons typically do not provide them. This grants correctional officers yet another opportunity to wield power over the inmates. For example, a prisoner reported that a guard at Rikers Island Prison “threw a bag of tampons into the air and watched as inmates dived to the ground to retrieve them, because they did not know when they would next be able to get tampons.”

Additionally, prison exacerbates the existing financial burden of obtaining feminine hygiene products. Women—both in and out of prison—generally agree feminine hygiene products are too expensive. The cost of managing menstruation has even gained international attention. In response, “[t]he United Nations has declared menstrual hygiene a public-health, gender-equality and human rights issue . . . .” While women feel this burden internationally, it can be especially crippling to incarcerated women. Feminine hygiene products are sometimes sold at the prison commissary, but many women cannot afford them because they are expensive and the women lack financial resources. Some prisoners are employed during incarcerations.


23. See Marusic, supra note 22.
25. Id.
27. See Barchett, supra note 24.
31. Id.
33. See id. at 161.
tion, but there are not always enough jobs for everyone.  

34 Further, in some states, all prison jobs are unpaid.  

35 The women who have paying jobs while incarcerated earn far below minimum wage—on average 75¢ per day.  

36 This makes it very difficult to afford feminine hygiene products. For example, a box of ten tampons at the Nebraska Correctional Center for Women costs up to $2.34, depending on the size.  

37 At this price, it would take an incarcerated woman earning the national average more than three days to afford one box of tampons. Further, a recent report from the ACLU of Nebraska showed this price of tampons was 20% to 50% higher than the price outside of prison.  

38 Corrections facilities treat feminine hygiene products as luxury items rather than basic human necessities. 

B. The Harmful Effects of Denying Access to Feminine Hygiene Products

1. Medical Risks

Rather than bleeding through their clothes, which happens fairly often, many women in prison turn to alternative methods of controlling their menstruation. Women report wearing multiple hygiene products at once for extended periods of time or using bunches of toilet paper, which is also rationed. Others have even resorted to making tampons out of mattress stuffing. While women who use these alternative measures avoid walking around in bloody clothes, they often subject themselves to something even worse—serious health risks.


35. Id. In Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, and Texas, there is no pay for regular prison jobs. Id.

36. See Durkin, supra note 32, at 161.

37. Let Down and Locked Up: Nebraska Women in Prison, ACLU NEB. 10 (Oct. 19, 2017), https://www.aclunebraska.org/sites/default/files/field_documents/women_in_prison_2017_10.pdf [https://perma.cc/33XU-LTFB]. The Nebraska Correctional Center for Women no longer offers these escalated prices due to an ACLU investigation which caused the Nebraska Department of Correctional services to make a policy change. See infra notes 227–32 and accompanying text.


39. Id.

40. See Marusic, supra note 22.


Throughout the world, the options women have to manage their period vary drastically depending on their economic status and the resources available to them. Due to the restrictive conditions of prison, the methods that women resort to are often unhygienic and carry serious risks. Most recent research on the risks of menstrual hygiene mismanagement focuses on developing countries because the scientific community considers affluent countries to have already solved this problem. But many women in America, especially those who are incarcerated, are still exposed to similar risks because of inadequate menstrual hygiene management.

Studies show that insufficient menstrual hygiene management in India is linked to increased chances of developing cervical cancer. This is particularly concerning considering the similarities between the menstrual hygiene practices of women in developing countries and incarcerated women. Just like many women in United States prisons, women in Tanzania and Nigeria often must use toilet paper as a means to control their menstruation. Further, women in both American prisons and developing countries often use unwashed rags to control their menstruation, which can cause an abundance of infections. Similarly, a Connecticut woman prisoner was not provided feminine hygiene products and had to resort to using her sock. In addition to toilet paper or mattress stuffing, women prisoners have reported rolling up pads and using them as makeshift tampons. Women who are unable to remove this sort of “tampon” place themselves in danger of developing many health conditions. Thus, the alternative methods used by women in prison, similar to the unhygienic practices of women in developing countries, creates many unnecessary health risks.

The increased health risks that incarcerated women take to manage their periods can have dire consequences. Throughout their development, tampons have been associated with serious health risks when

47. *Id*.
49. Baye, *supra* note 42.
52. *Id*.
53. *Id*.
used improperly. Specifically, improper tampon use is largely associated with Toxic Shock Syndrome ("TSS"). TSS results from bacterial infections and can cause fever, low blood pressure, vomiting, seizures, shock, renal failure, and even death. Increased awareness of the disease and its relation to tampon misuse has lowered the frequency of TSS in the United States. For example, it is now recommended that women change their tampons at a minimum every four to eight hours. The prohibition against manufacturers using certain materials in tampons has also lowered the prevalence of the disease. While the incidence of TSS has significantly decreased, it is a result of better regulations on tampons and an increase in their proper usage. But improper tampon use can still cause TSS, and the consequences can be critical.

For example, in 1975 a tampon called Rely was made with an extremely absorbent synthetic material, carboxymethylcellulose ("CMC"). Rely's marketing, which publicized the extended length of time that a woman could use just one tampon, caused some women to use only one Rely tampon for their entire period. Other countries banned Rely tampons due to their inclusion of harmful chemicals such as CMC, but they became surprisingly popular throughout the United States. Although Congress decided to impose stricter regulations on tampons in 1976, Rely had already begun testing, so it was allowed in stores without meeting the new standards. By 1980, almost 25% of women were using Rely. In response to Rely's popularity, other tampon manufacturers began to introduce similar products.

From October 1979 to May 1980, there were fifty-five cases of TSS nationwide, seven of which were fatal. In response, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ("CDC") investigated, later reporting

55. Id.
58. Toxic Shock Syndrome, supra note 56.
59. See id.
60. See id.
61. Cornforth, supra note 57.
62. Fetters, supra note 54.
63. Id.
64. Id.
65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id.
that there was a link between the use of tampons and TSS. Three-quarters of the women who developed TSS had used Rely tampons. Rely was taken off of the shelves after the CDC’s report, but it was too late. By the end of 1980, there were 812 reported cases of TSS; thirty-eight were fatal. By 1983, there were more than 2,200 reported cases.

Although it was too late to keep Rely off the shelves, tampons became safer when Congress amended the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (“FDCA”). The FDCA grants the Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) broad regulatory authority, including the authority to regulate medical devices. In 1976, Congress enacted the Medical Device Amendments (“MDA”) in response to public concern about dangerous medical devices. Under the MDA, all medical devices must be classified into three categories (Class I, Class II, and Class III), and regulations are imposed based on the classification. Originally, tampons were merely cosmetics under the FDCA, but under the MDA, they were reclassified as a Class II medical device. This elevated classification requires “special controls” in addition to the “general controls” Class I devices require because the general controls alone are insufficient to ensure the device is safe.

Stricter regulations and public awareness of the risks of misusing tampons have decreased TSS cases, but incarcerated women still face these risks because of the alternative methods they use. For example, due to the low quality of the feminine hygiene products in prison, some women use three tampons at a time. Additionally, some women in prison do not change tampons as often as recommended in an effort to extend their use of such a scarce and costly product, thus increasing their risk of developing TSS.

69. Id.
70. Id.
71. Id.
72. Id.
74. Id.
75. Id. at 4.
76. See Fetters, supra note 54; see also Kohen, supra note 73, at 4–5.
77. Kohen, supra note 73, at 5. Class I devices are subject to general controls. Class II devices are subject to general controls and special controls. Class III devices are subject to general controls and premarket approval. Id.
79. See Schulte, supra note 38.
80. Marusic, supra note 22.
81. Schulte, supra note 38.
In addition to the risks women face from improperly using tampons or alternative imitations, prisoners improperly using pads are also subject to increased health risks. Sanitary pads, which are also classified as medical devices and regulated by the FDA, pose a health risk when they are not changed regularly. Wearing sanitary pads for extended periods of time can cause many bacterial infections, specifically vaginal yeast infections. To lower the risk of infection, it is recommended that women change their pad every four hours. This is obviously not possible for women prisoners when facilities only provide ten or fewer pads per month, and the average period lasts two to seven days.

2. Negative Effects on Rehabilitation

Lack of access to feminine hygiene products interferes with a prisoner’s rehabilitation. In developing countries, many young women do not go to school when they are menstruating due to the embarrassment that would result from attending without adequate feminine hygiene products. Similarly, in the United States, many incarcerated women’s rehabilitation is disrupted because they lack access to feminine hygiene products. For example, a Brooklyn public defender testified to the New York City Council that an inmate at Rikers Island Prison who lacked access to feminine hygiene products asked her social worker not to meet with her during the inmate’s period to avoid the shame and embarrassment of bleeding through her clothes during their meetings. Additionally, women have declined to visit with their families and attorneys because the women were on their periods. Visitation is extremely beneficial for lowering recidivism, and pris-

84. How Often Should I Change My Pad, supra note 82.
85. See id.
86. Id.
89. Greenberg, supra note 3.
90. Id. Subsequently, New York City passed a law that requires their city corrections facilities to provide feminine hygiene products for free. See infra notes 277–80 and accompanying text.
91. Baye, supra note 42.
oners have a constitutional right to meet with their attorneys. Women should not be shamed out of these benefits and rights.

III. Global Recognition and International Standards for Women Prisoners

A. U.S. Noncompliance with International Standards for Human Rights

The United States purports to be at the forefront of promoting and upholding human rights. The United States also claims that, because of the national interest in human rights, it strives to hold other nations accountable to the obligations of international human rights instruments and universal norms. Despite these claims, the United States has a reputation for abiding by international laws and standards only when convenient. Regarding the international standards for women prisoners, the United States’ reputation is fitting. The Bangkok Rules are the current international standard for women prisoners. Although the Bangkok Rules are a nonbinding agreement, many other countries have taken steps to implement the rules into their criminal justice systems.


95. Id.
protecting the human rights of women prisoners, the United States continues to fall behind.

B. International Standards for Women Prisoners: The Bangkok Rules

With over half-a-million females in prison or awaiting trial worldwide, the specific needs of women prisoners have gained international attention.100 In 1957, the United Nations set the first international standard for the treatment of prisoners by adopting the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (“Standard Minimum Rules”), but women were hardly considered.101 In 2010, the rules underwent revisions to reflect the major changes in human rights and criminal justice standards.102 On December 21, 2010, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the United Nations Rules for the Treatment of Women Prisoners and Non-Custodial Measures for Women Offenders, commonly referred to as the Bangkok Rules.103 Before the Bangkok Rules were adopted, the international standard for the treatment of prisoners did not address the special needs of women.104 Further, prison facilities and internal procedures were generally designed for men because women made up significantly less of the prison population.105 The Bangkok rules signified the international acknowledgment of women’s gender-specific needs within the criminal justice system.106 These rules were unanimously adopted, proving international agreement to respect and meet women’s needs.107 Specifically, as a member of the United Nations, the United States has agreed to these standards.108

Thirteen of the seventy rules specifically address hygiene and health care.109 Although personal hygiene was addressed in the Standard

102. Id.
103. G.A. Res. 65/229, supra note 97.
104. See Penal Reform Int’l, supra note 100, at 4.
105. Id.
106. Id.
107. See id.
108. See id.
Minimum Rules, the Bangkok Rules expressly state the necessity of providing free feminine hygiene products. 110 Rule Five states:

The accommodation of women prisoners shall have facilities and materials required to meet women’s specific hygiene needs, including sanitary towels provided free of charge . . . 111

Thus, to meet the international minimum standard, women prisoners should have easily accessible sanitary towels free-of-charge. 112 One rationale behind this rule is that ensuring prisoners have the ability to maintain their own personal hygiene is important for their rehabilitation. 113 This ability not only promotes health and prevents disease, but it also significantly impacts prisoners’ sense of human dignity. 114 Rule Five recognizes the specific hygiene needs of female prisoners and acknowledges that these needs must be met to promote the health and human dignity of women. 115

The Bangkok Rules represent a significant step toward protecting the rights of women in the criminal justice system, but these standards are ineffective if they are not put into practice. 116 In light of the benefits that these rules could have on inmate rehabilitation, all facilities should meet or attempt to meet these standards. Further, many of the rules can be implemented without additional funding. 117 The rules merely require a “change in awareness, attitude[,] and practices—and in particular a committed investment in the training of prison staff, policy-makers, prison administrators[,] and others who engage with women in the criminal justice system.” 118 Thus, by ignoring its commitment to the Bangkok Rules and the international trend for women prisoners’ rights, the United States shows a disregard for the human rights of incarcerated American women.

IV. THE U.S. CONSTITUTION: INDIVIDUAL FIXES FOR INDIVIDUAL VIOLATIONS

A. Limits on the Constitutional Rights of Prisoners

There was a time in American history when prisoners were considered to have no constitutional rights. 119 During this time, the hands-off doctrine prevented courts from considering whether prisoners retained any constitutional rights. 120 Courts felt it was not their role to

110. Id. at 33.
111. G.A. Res. 65/229, supra note 97, (emphasis added).
112. Atabay, supra note 109, at 33–34.
113. Id.
114. Id. at 33.
115. Id.
117. Id.
118. Id.
119. Mushlin, supra note 93, § 1:3.
120. Id.
rule on prisoners’ treatment while imprisoned but rather only to release those who were confined illegally. In 1970, this doctrine met its demise in *Wolf v. McDonnell*, when the Supreme Court stated that “[t]here is no iron curtain drawn between the Constitution and the prisons of this country.” Before *Wolf*, the deference given to prison administrators was unfettered because courts refused to become involved in the treatment of prisoners. By abolishing the hands-off doctrine, the Court established that there are limitations on the deference owed to prison administrators and that prisoners are owed judicial review to ensure their rights are not violated.

Though the Constitution has the power to breach prison walls, courts have established there are limitations on prisoners’ constitutional rights. In *Jones v. North Carolina Prisoner’s Labor Union, Inc.*, the Supreme Court considered the extent of a prisoner’s First Amendment rights, stating “[t]he fact of confinement and the needs of the penal institution impose limitations on constitutional rights . . . which are implicit in incarceration.” Thus, limitations on some freedoms and rights, such as the right to travel, are inherent in the nature of being incarcerated.

Not only do prisoners face different standards because they are incarcerated, but they also face different standards depending on the right at issue. Accordingly, there is no uniform standard to determine whether a prisoner’s constitutional rights were violated. Rather, the Supreme Court uses different standards for prisoners depending on the constitutional right at issue.

**B. Possible Constitutional Violations: The Eighth Amendment**

The Eighth Amendment prohibits cruel and unusual punishment. When the Amendment was drafted, its purpose was to prohibit tor-
ture and other barbarous punishments.\textsuperscript{132} Accordingly, early applications involved determining the constitutionality of inhumane punishments and methods of execution.\textsuperscript{133} But the Supreme Court established long ago that the scope of the Eighth Amendment’s protection is not set in stone.\textsuperscript{134} Rather, its meaning is based on the “evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society.”\textsuperscript{135} Thus, the Supreme Court has held that the Eighth Amendment protects from “more than physically barbarous punishments.”\textsuperscript{136}

Even though the Eighth Amendment is the only amendment that specifically addresses prisoners’ rights,\textsuperscript{137} the Supreme Court did not consider its applicability to prison conditions until \textit{Estelle v. Gamble} in 1976.\textsuperscript{138} Although \textit{Estelle} was the first Supreme Court case of its kind, it established the current standard used when prisoners allege the medical care they received in custody violated their Eighth Amendment right.\textsuperscript{139}

In \textit{Estelle}, a prisoner claimed that he received insufficient medical treatment after an injury, which equated to cruel and unusual punishment.\textsuperscript{140} This required the Court to determine whether medical mistreatment could amount to a constitutional violation.\textsuperscript{141} The Court clarified when the government is punishing someone by incarceration, it is obligated to provide medical care.\textsuperscript{142} Further, the Court held that the Eighth Amendment is violated by a “deliberate indifference to serious medical needs of prisoners.”\textsuperscript{143} This holding established the two requirements to prove prisoners’ rights have been violated by insufficient medical treatment.\textsuperscript{144} First, the prisoner must have a serious

\begin{itemize}
  \item 135. \textit{Id.} at 101.
  \item 136. \textit{Estelle}, 429 U.S. at 102.
  \item 137. \textsc{Musulin}, supra note 93, § 3:1.
  \item 138. \textit{Id.} § 3:2; see also \textit{Estelle}, 429 U.S. at 97. Before 1976, the Eighth Amendment was rarely invoked, and the Court primarily considered it when deciding whether a formal sanction was constitutional. \textsc{Musulin}, supra note 93, § 3:2.
  \item 139. \textsc{Musulin}, supra note 93, § 4:2.
  \item 140. \textit{Estelle}, 429 U.S. at 98–101. After injuring his back during a work assignment, numerous doctors attended to the prisoner, but he argued more should have been done to diagnose and treat his injury. \textit{Id.} at 98, 107.
  \item 141. See \textit{id.} at 97.
  \item 142. \textit{Id.} at 103.
  \item 143. \textit{Id.} at 104. Although \textit{Estelle} is considered a landmark decision, the court actually held the prisoner’s rights were not violated. \textit{Id.} Other than providing a few examples of conduct that would amount to violations, the Court did not establish how to determine whether these requirements have been met. \textit{Id.} at 104–05.
medical need.145 Second, there must have been deliberate indifference to that need.146

After Estelle, the Court provided additional clarification on the scope of the Eighth Amendment’s protections. While the Estelle Court examined whether a specific incident was a violation, the Court later broadened the Eighth Amendment’s protection to cover general prison conditions.147 The Court held that prison conditions “alone or in combination, may [reach such a level that they] deprive inmates of the minimal civilized measure of life’s necessities.”148

The Court has also expanded on the necessary requirements to prove a violation. It made clear that all Eighth Amendment claims have an objective and subjective requirement.149 Objectively, the deprivation must be sufficiently serious.150 Subjectively, the prison official must have had a “sufficiently culpable state of mind.”151 In terms of the Estelle medical care standard, the medical need must be objectively serious, and the deprivation must result from the defendant’s subjective deliberate indifference to the medical need.152 The Court also explicitly rejected the argument that a different standard would apply to continuing or systemic violations.153 Thus, for class action suits or challenges to prison conditions in general, plaintiffs must prove there was a “deliberate indifference to inmate health or safety.”154

The Supreme Court has not yet advised how to evaluate the seriousness of a prisoner’s medical need to determine whether the objective requirement is met.155 The Second Circuit, however, has provided a non-exhaustive list of factors to consider: “(1) whether a reasonable doctor or patient would perceive the medical need in question as important and worthy of comment or treatment, (2) whether the medical condition significantly affects daily activities, and (3) [whether] chronic and substantial pain [exists].”156 Additionally, showing an injury is not always necessary because the Supreme Court has held the Eighth Amendment also protected against imminent dangers.157 But when analyzing the seriousness of a potential harm, a court must con-

---

146. Id.
148. Id. at 347.
149. Wilson, 501 U.S. at 298.
151. Id.
152. MUSHLIN, supra note 93, § 4:2.
153. Wilson, 501 U.S. at 300.
154. Farmer, 511 U.S. at 834.
155. Brock v. Wright, 315 F.3d 158, 162 (2d Cir. 2003).
156. Id. (internal quotations omitted) (citing and quoting McGuckin v. Smith, 974 F.2d 1050, 1059–60 (9th Cir. 1992)).
157. Helling v. McKinney, 509 U.S. 25, 34 (1993). The Supreme Court held that a valid cause of action under the Eighth Amendment could be claimed when alleging
sider more than the mere scientific and statistical seriousness of the harm or likelihood that it would occur.\textsuperscript{158} It must consider “[w]hether society considers the risk that the prisoner complains of to be so grave that it violates contemporary standards of decency to expose anyone unwillingly to such a risk.”\textsuperscript{159} The Court has also recognized that inadequate sanitation and hygiene during incarceration may give rise to an Eighth Amendment claim.\textsuperscript{160} Lower courts have interpreted this to mean that “[t]he failure to regularly provide . . . sanitary napkins for female prisoners constitutes a denial of personal hygiene and sanitary living conditions.”\textsuperscript{161}

The subjective culpable-prison-official requirement of Eighth Amendment claims is also a controversial topic.\textsuperscript{162} Although liability under \textit{Estelle} only required more than mere negligence, the Court later equated a deliberate indifference requirement to that of reckless disregard of risk of serious harm.\textsuperscript{163} Thus, unless a prison official “knows of and disregards an excessive risk to inmate health or safety,” the Eighth Amendment is not violated.\textsuperscript{164} The subjective requirement of all Eighth Amendment violations is based on the reasoning that cruel and unusual \textit{punishments} are prohibited, not merely cruel and unusual \textit{conditions}.\textsuperscript{165} But including a subjective requirement means that no matter how objectively terrible a prison condition is, a court may find the condition constitutional because a prison official did not meet the scienter requirement.\textsuperscript{166}

The high burden of proof makes it difficult for women prisoners to make a successful Eighth Amendment claim based on insufficient feminine hygiene products, but there may be hope for similar claims in the future. In \textit{Semelbauer v. Muskegon County}, women prisoners from Michigan filed a class action suit based on multiple claims alleging Muskegon County Jail violated their constitutional rights.\textsuperscript{167} Notably, the plaintiffs alleged their Eighth Amendment rights were violated because the jail denied them feminine hygiene products and toiletries.\textsuperscript{168} Their complaint explained that women in the jail were

\begin{itemize}
\item deliberate indifference to exposure that could “pose an unreasonable risk of serious damage to . . . future health.” \textit{Id.} at 35.
\item \textsuperscript{158} \textit{Id.} at 36.
\item \textsuperscript{159} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{160} \textit{Mushlin, supra} note 93, § 3:68–3:69.
\item \textsuperscript{162} \textit{Mushlin, supra} note 93, § 3:14.
\item \textsuperscript{163} \textit{Farmer v. Brennan}, 511 U.S. 825, 836 (1994).
\item \textsuperscript{164} \textit{Id.} at 837.
\item \textsuperscript{165} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{166} \textit{Mushlin, supra} note 93, § 3:14.
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not adequately provided feminine hygiene products, which resulted in multiple women bleeding through their clothes. The court reinforced that hygiene was a basic need protected under the Eighth Amendment but dismissed for failure to state a plausible claim because, individually, the women only alleged single, temporary delays in their access to feminine hygiene products. Further, the court explained that the plaintiffs’ claims were only “de minimis deprivations” and therefore did not violate their civil rights. Under this reasoning, at least one federal court has left open the possibility that women prisoners who are denied feminine hygiene products beyond single, temporary deprivations could make a colorable Eighth Amendment claim.

C. Deference to Prison Administration

Although courts may recognize deprivations of feminine hygiene products as colorable Eighth Amendment claims in the future, successful claims would not lead to a real solution. This is because courts give extensive deference to prison administrators when determining the validity of a prison regulation. Further, courts impose judicial restraint when an invalid regulation requires correction. Thus, a successful claim in court does not ensure a prison regulation will be changed to bring relief to all prisoners. A successful individual claim only ensures relief for the individual claimant.

As previously mentioned, a court’s analysis depends on the constitutional right at issue, and Turner v. Safley established the default analysis for claims that a prisoner’s constitutional right has been infringed when a more specific test is not applicable. But Turner is also significant because it explained the policies behind the deference the judicial branch gives to prison administrators when determining the validity of a prison practice.

In Turner, Plaintiffs brought a class action suit challenging the constitutionality of regulations in a Missouri prison. The Court declined to apply strict scrutiny as the standard of review, despite its previous use of the framework for prisoners’ constitutional claims. Instead, the Court used a much lower standard of scrutiny in an attempt to balance two principles of analyzing prisoners’ constitutional
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The first principle is that the Court has the responsibility of protecting prisoners’ rights that are infringed by prison regulations. The second principle is that courts are not equipped to handle prison administration and reform. The Court further explained that the problems that arise in prisons are complex and not likely corrected by judicial decree. The Court also noted that running a prison is the responsibility of the legislative and executive branches, so to respect the separation of powers, the judiciary should act with restraint regarding prison administration. Further, federal courts should give additional deference when a state facility is involved in the claim.

In light of these policies, the Court created a reasonable relationship test to analyze prisoners’ constitutional claims. Under this test, even if a prison regulation negatively impacts a prisoner’s constitutional rights, the “regulation is valid if it is reasonably related to legitimate penological interests.” Whether the regulation is reasonably related to a legitimate penological interest depends on four factors: (1) “whether there is ‘a valid, rational connection’ between the prison regulation and the legitimate governmental interest put forward to justify it”; (2) “whether there are alternative means of exercising the right” at issue; (3) the degree the accommodation of the asserted constitutional right will have an “impact on guards and other inmates, and on the allocation of prison resources generally”; and (4) whether there is an “absence of ready alternatives,” evidencing the reasonableness of the regulation. Using the reasonable relationship test, courts grant extensive deference to prison administration with respect to the validity of their regulations. Thus, it would be unlikely for a court to invalidate a prison regulation, even if it did not provide sufficient access to menstrual hygiene products, so long as a prison administrator could point to a legitimate penological interest for the regulation.

The difficulties of reforming prison regulations through the court system do not end at Turner. Even if a regulation has been found invalid, the ways a court can grant a remedy is complex and does not
effectuate change easily.\textsuperscript{189} This is due to the Court’s reluctance to intrude on the deference afforded to prison administrations to handle their internal affairs.

For example, in \textit{Lewis v. Casey}, a district court found the Arizona Department of Corrections liable for failing to provide inmates adequate access to the courts.\textsuperscript{190} To determine the appropriate relief, the district court appointed a law professor who proposed a system-wide permanent injunction, which included twenty-five pages of detailed instructions.\textsuperscript{191} Without significant changes, the court adopted the injunction.\textsuperscript{192} On appeal, the Supreme Court declared the lower court’s actions were a model of what not to do when granting relief.\textsuperscript{193} Further, the Court found the district court’s order did not give sufficient consideration to state prison authorities.\textsuperscript{194} The Court explained that in consideration of comity, states should be given the first opportunity to correct the internal errors of prison administration.\textsuperscript{195} The Court suggested the district court should have given the responsibility to an official from the department of corrections rather than a law professor.\textsuperscript{196} It also suggested that it was inappropriate to place limitations on the remedies available.\textsuperscript{197}

In \textit{Casey}, the Supreme Court pointed to \textit{Bounds v. Smith} as an example of proper judicial restraint.\textsuperscript{198} In \textit{Bounds}, after invalidating a regulation, a district court gave the Department of Corrections the task of creating a constitutional program.\textsuperscript{199} The district court then examined the Department’s proposal and approved it after minor changes.\textsuperscript{200} The \textit{Casey} Court explained this was an admirable process because the lower court did not infringe on the role of prison administrators and allowed them wide discretion within constitutional limitations.\textsuperscript{201}

Additionally, although \textit{Casey} was a class action suit, the Court found only two plaintiffs had actually suffered an injury.\textsuperscript{202} The Court explained that a remedy must be limited to the inadequacy that
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caused a plaintiff’s injury.203 Accordingly, the two injuries did not support a system-wide remedy.204

Under the Supreme Court’s suggested method, the same Department of Corrections that implemented an unconstitutional regulation is given the responsibility of creating the new regulation. For example, if a regulation that provides an insufficient amount of feminine hygiene products was found invalid, the same department that created that regulation would be responsible for devising the new plan. Further, the remedy will only go as far as the inadequacy that caused actual injury, so without a system-wide injury there will not be system-wide relief. Deprivations in one facility within a prison system do not guarantee relief in other facilities if no claims specific to those other facilities have been brought successfully in court.

Thus, out of respect for the separation of powers, courts are very cautious about stepping on the toes of prisons’ administrations. Extensive deference is given in determining the constitutional validity of a prison regulation, and even if a regulation is found invalid, the responsibility of correcting the problem is placed back into the hands that caused it. Further, courts only have system-wide involvement if there is sufficient justification for system-wide relief. Without successful claims involving multiple facilities throughout a prison system, relief will be limited to individuals who have made successful claims in court. Therefore, because of judicial restraint and the substantial deference given to prison administrations, successful claims in court will likely not lead to a real solution for the many women prisoners with insufficient access to feminine hygiene products.

V. THE SEARCH FOR A SOLUTION: LEGISLATION TO CORRECT THE INJUSTICE

A. Current Efforts Toward a Solution

As women prisoners’ inadequate access to feminine hygiene products gains more recognition as a serious issue, more efforts are made in search of a solution. Although no current proposition would fix the problem for all incarcerated women, any current effort toward a solution is a step in the right direction.

1. Federal

On August 1, 2017, the Federal Bureau of Prisons released an operations memorandum titled “Provision of Feminine Hygiene Products.”205 The memorandum’s purpose was to give guidance on the
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specific feminine hygiene products that prisons should provide to inmates.206 The memorandum applies to all federal facilities that house female inmates.207 According to the memorandum, wardens are responsible for ensuring that inmates have access to regular and super-size tampons, regular and super-size pads with wings, and regular panty liners.208 Most importantly, all of these products are to be provided free of charge.209 The memorandum also requires that the commissary continue to offer at least one kind of tampon, pad, and panty liner.210 Although the products are supposed to be free, the memorandum prohibits any significant increase to the facilities current expenses on feminine hygiene products.211

While the provision of free feminine hygiene products is a step in the right direction, this memorandum is not a complete solution. First, the memorandum only applies to federal facilities, meaning it offers no aid to the thousands of women incarcerated in state facilities.212 By exclusively applying to federal facilities, only about 13,000 of the approximately 111,500 women in prison benefit from this change.213 Second, the memorandum is completely ineffective if not enforced. When asked about the memorandum, the Bureau of Prisons Information, Policy, and Public Affairs Division commented that although institutions may vary on the type of product they provide, the operations memorandum was being followed and women were being provided feminine hygiene products for free.214 But a survey conducted by prison advocacy groups showed a different result. Of the twenty-eight surveyed facilities, women from fourteen facilities reported the operations memorandum was not being followed.215 Some facilities have made changes, but they were insufficient. For example, before the memorandum, a federal prison in Victorville, California, only provided one box of tampons per unit of about 130 women.216 After the memorandum was issued, each unit received two boxes.217 Without
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strictly enforcing the memorandum, women will not get the aid they need. Finally, the memorandum expired on August 1, 2018—merely one year after it was issued.\footnote{218} The same day, another identical memorandum was authorized but is set to expire on August 1, 2019.\footnote{219} One-year increments of higher standards are not the type of reform that can make real change, especially when many facilities waited months to make any changes to their policy.\footnote{220} It is not clear what will happen after the new memorandum expires. Considering how the memoranda have been enforced, it is likely that if a new memorandum is not issued each year to continue this policy, many of the facilities will return to their old ways and women will lose the little access to feminine hygiene products they gained.

Female prisoners’ lack of access to feminine hygiene products has also gained Congress’s attention. On July 11, 2017, Senate Bill 1524 was introduced in the Senate.\footnote{221} The bill, titled “Dignity for Incarcerated Women Act of 2017,” is aimed at improving the lives of female federal prisoners.\footnote{222} Most notably, the bill would largely improve the provision of feminine hygiene products. Section 2 of the bill would require, among other items, both tampons and sanitary napkins\footnote{223} be provided at no cost and in a sufficient quantity for individual prisoners’ needs.\footnote{224} The bill was referred to the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, but no further action has been taken as of this writing.\footnote{225}

Additionally, commenters have noted that just three weeks after the Dignity for Incarcerated Women Act of 2017 was introduced, the Federal Bureau of Prisons released the Provision of Feminine Hygiene Products operations memorandum.\footnote{226} The bill appears to have
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already improved federally incarcerated women's lives by putting pressure on the Federal Bureau of Prisons, but enacting the bill would ensure the women who have received more access to feminine hygiene products would keep it past a memorandum's expiration date. Similar to the operations memorandum, this bill is a positive step for women, but it is not a complete solution. First, the bill neglects the majority of incarcerated women because it only grants access to federal prisoners. Second, the bill does not require different sizes of tampons and pads, which disregards that specific types of products are necessary for individual needs. Finally, the bill is completely ineffective if it is not passed. Thus, while proposed legislation is a positive sign for women prisoners, Senate Bill 1524 is far from a real solution.

2. State and Local Government

Many state and local governments are also working to find solutions to women prisoners' lack of access to feminine hygiene products. In October 2017, Nebraska prisons were brought into the spotlight for their poor treatment of women prisoners after the ACLU of Nebraska released an investigative report. Its investigation discovered Nebraska prisons and jails charged 20% to 50% more for feminine hygiene products than the price in local stores. The report also noted the recent release of the Federal Bureau of Prisons' Provision of Feminine Hygiene Products operations memorandum and the Dignity for Incarcerated Women Act of 2017. After the report, a Nebraskan state senator asked the Department of Corrections to review their policy.

Pressure from the ACLU and state legislators was effective because the Nebraska Department of Correctional Services changed its policy. As of this writing, women prisoners are provided generic brand tampons and pads for free, and name brand products are available in
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the commissary for the same prices local stores charge.233 This is an example of how exposing women prisoners’ lack of access to feminine hygiene products can bring about positive change.

This issue also gained national attention when women across Arizona sent pads, tampons, and money to State Representative Thomas Shope’s office after he stalled a bill that would increase women prisoners’ access to feminine hygiene products.234 The bill—House Bill 2222—would provide inmates in Arizona unlimited feminine hygiene products for free and appropriate $80,000 to the Department of Corrections to complete the task.235 The bill would provide women with tampons, pads, and alternative products such as menstrual sponges and menstrual cups.236

On February 5, 2018, House Bill 2222 came before the all-male Military Veterans and Regulatory Affairs Committee.237 In support of the bill, Representative Salman described how the current policy—twelve free pads per month—was unfair because the women only made 15¢ per hour, and additional products cost $3.20 for sixteen pads or $2.05 for ten tampons.238 Women could make medical requests for additional products, but their medical visit costs $4, and their request could still be denied.239 Even with medical approval, the women were limited to only twenty-four pads.240 Former inmates also testified they had to wear multiple pads at a time because the quality was so poor and that many inmates would still bleed on their uniform.241 If that
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occurred, the women were punished by losing phone privileges or commissary privileges, leaving them unable to purchase additional products.\(^{242}\) The committee also received a list of complaints, which included one from a woman who was only provided half a box of extra pads when she was continuously bleeding for six weeks after giving birth.\(^{243}\) A former nurse for incarcerated women who attended the hearing in support of the bill commented how the alternative methods prisoners currently use can increase bacteria and cause TSS.\(^{244}\) A former inmate also spoke to the committee about the positive effects the bill could have on incarcerated women’s attitude and morale.\(^{245}\)

Despite the persuasive testimony, committee members were concerned that providing “unlimited” products would lead to vandalism.\(^{246}\) The warden of the Perryville prison, agreed vandalism could be a problem but noted that this did not happen often.\(^{247}\) There were also budgetary concerns about requiring administration to provide unlimited products.\(^{248}\) In response to committee concerns, Representative Salman was open to negotiations on the “unlimited” language.\(^{249}\)

House Bill 2222 passed through the Military Veterans and Regulatory Affairs Committee by a 5-4 vote,\(^{250}\) but it then hit a roadblock. The bill needed a House Rules Committee hearing to continue, but Representative Shope stalled the bill in light of the Department of Corrections attempting to revise their policy.\(^{251}\) This caused backlash from the community and ignited the #LetItFlow campaign, which garnered national attention.\(^{252}\) People began sending money and feminine hygiene products to Representative Shope’s office as donations...
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for incarcerated women.253 Using the hashtag #LetItFlow, many documented their donations on social media and demanded House Bill 2222 receive a hearing.254 The ACLU of Arizona also questioned if the Department of Corrections could properly handle this issue, while simultaneously facing possible fines for providing insufficient health care to their inmates.255 On February 13, 2018, the Arizona Department of Corrections released its new policy, which raised the minimum number of products the women receive to thirty-six pads per month instead of twelve.256 Due to the new policy, House Bill 2222 died in committee,257 but this is another example of how exposing the issue can result in relief for incarcerated women.

The policy changes from the Nebraska and Arizona Departments of Corrections are positive changes, but they are not real solutions because policy changes are not as effective as legislation. First, departments can easily change their policy, so there is no guarantee these policies will be maintained in the future. Policy changes, unlike legislation, do not secure a long-term solution to the problem. Second, the ramifications for violating a department policy are handled internally.258 This does not provide the same incentive for compliance or accountability as violations of law, which are handled in court and preserved by public record.259 Therefore, while these policy changes are steps in the right direction, legislation would be a more appropriate and effective means for a solution.

Some states have passed legislation regarding women’s access to feminine hygiene products. In Colorado, the state budget bill was amended to designate $40,000 to the Department of Corrections, specifically to provide tampons to women prisoners.260 But a budgetary
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amendment lacks the structure to ensure women are actually provided the tampons because it does not address the quantity, quality, or distribution of the products.\textsuperscript{261} For example, the appropriations report claims the previous policy—pads for free or tampons for purchase—would be changed to allow the prisoners the option of free tampons or pads.\textsuperscript{262} However, as of this writing the Colorado Department of Corrections policy on feminine hygiene products merely states that facilities will provide adequate feminine hygiene supplies.\textsuperscript{263} By not addressing how these supplies are distributed, there is no assurance the women will receive the products sufficiently or at all.

Recently, the Virginia Legislature took steps toward a solution when both legislative chambers unanimously passed House Bill 83, which requires feminine hygiene products to be provided to women prisoners for free.\textsuperscript{264} The bill was approved by the Governor and took effect July 1, 2018.\textsuperscript{265} Although this is a victory for the citizens of Virginia, the bill is not everything it could have been. The introduced bill sought to amend the statutory provisions of the Code of Virginia that governs the treatment of prisoners.\textsuperscript{266} The bill as introduced also codified the specific products—sanitary napkins, pads, and tampons—that would be provided for free.\textsuperscript{267} However, a house committee substitute drastically changed the bill before passage.\textsuperscript{268} The substituted version no longer amends any statutory provision; rather, it requires the Department of Corrections to create a plan that ensures the women are provided free feminine hygiene products.\textsuperscript{269} Additionally, the substitute does not clarify the specific products that must be provided.\textsuperscript{270}

These changes drastically diminish what House Bill 83 could have accomplished as introduced. First, by allowing the Department of Cor...
Corrections to create the plan, the legislature has essentially given the discretion to continue current practices, which would not cause a positive change for women prisoners. Second, by not explicitly stating the types of products that must be provided, the bill removes the assurance that women will have options that best fit their individual needs. Third, by not explicitly stating a procedure or standard for distribution, the bill does not guarantee the women will be provided a sufficient supply of products. Thus, the unanimous vote of the Virginia legislature signifies the acknowledgement that these products are necessities and should be provided for free, but the bill is still not a complete solution.

The Maryland Legislature also took positive steps toward a solution for women prisoners. On January 31, 2018, Senate Bill 598 was introduced in the Senate.271 This bill requires state and local correctional facilities to have a written policy and procedure ensuring that prisoners are provided both tampons and pads for free. Most notably, this bill requires the policy to include that the women are provided the products upon admission, on a routine basis, and on request.272 The bill also requires facilities to maintain a sufficient supply for the inmate population.273 Further, the bill requires the facilities keep records of the availability of the products, and the records are subject to review.274 Senate Bill 598 was unanimously passed through the Senate.275 This bill was also cross-filed,276 and its counterpart—House Bill 797—was unanimously passed through the House of Representatives.277 On April 24, 2018, the Governor of Maryland signed the bills into law.278 The new law took effect October 1, 2018.279

There are many positive aspects of Maryland's new law. By requiring the facilities to provide both tampons and pads for free, the law ensures the women have a free option that best fits their needs. The law also ensures individual women have a sufficient supply by setting a minimum standard of when the products must be provided. Additionally, the law acknowledges the deference given to prison adminis-
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istration by allowing them to create their own policy, while also explicitly requiring certain standards be included. These requirements act as safeguards against the facilities abusing their discretion.

Local governments are also making an impact on ensuring women prisoners have access to feminine hygiene products. On July 13, 2016, New York City passed a local ordinance that guarantees inmates are provided feminine hygiene products upon request.280 The ordinance, which the city council unanimously passed,281 defines feminine hygiene products to include tampons and pads.282 When signing the bill into law, Mayor Bill de Blasio said, “There should be no stigma around something as fundamental as menstruation . . . . These laws recognize that feminine hygiene products are a necessity—not a luxury.”283

B. Proposed Legislation

Although the previously mentioned efforts to solve this problem are positive steps in the right direction, none of them provide a complete solution for all women prisoners. The best solution for all incarcerated women is for federal and state legislative branches to take action by enacting laws at the federal and state level that ensure women prisoners are supplied with sufficient feminine hygiene products. The following Sections explain why legislation is necessary at both the federal and state level and propose concepts that would be beneficial if included in future legislation addressing this issue.

1. Federal

Federal legislation is necessary because it will provide a more permanent and enforceable standard than mere policy reforms like the operations memorandums.284 Further, federal prisoners do not have a right to be housed in the same state they committed their offense; rather, they may be transferred between federal facilities across the
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Without a federal mandate that specifies a policy for providing feminine hygiene products, their provision is at the discretion of individual facilities. Thus, a nationwide standard is necessary to ensure that all women in federal facilities have sufficient access to feminine hygiene products, regardless of the facility’s location.

To effectively combat women prisoners’ insufficient access to feminine hygiene products, the federal legislation should meet certain criteria. First, the legislation should specify that the women must receive the feminine hygiene products at no cost to the inmates. Due to these women’s dire financial circumstances, they should be provided these necessities for free. Additionally, this would be a step toward implementing the Bangkok Rules, showing a respect for international standards and these women’s human rights.

Second, the legislation should require facilities to provide a sufficient quantity for an individual’s needs. Not all women’s periods are the same length or frequency, and feminine hygiene products must be changed frequently to avoid health risks. The legislation should take these concerns into account and not place limits on the number of products an inmate can access. The sufficiency language would also avoid using over-expansive terms such as “unlimited,” which would minimize some of the concerns state legislators have expressed regarding proposed bills. Additionally, such language would not require facilities to provide the products to postmenopausal inmates who no longer need them, lowering costs.

Third, the legislation should specify the specific types and sizes of products that are provided. The legislation should, at a minimum, provide sanitary napkins with wings and tampons in both regular and super-size. The type and size of product necessary to manage a woman’s period varies based on the individual. A provision mandating multiple sizes and types of products would help meet the specific needs of each prisoner. It may also be beneficial to include other types of products such as menstrual sponges or cups because many of these products are reusable and thus would lower the cost of replacing non-reusable products.

Finally, Congress should include financial appropriations to assist the facilities in implementing the requirements and avoid the facilities syphoning funds needed elsewhere. Further, it may also be cost-beneficial for the legislation to provide generic products for free and specify that name brand products remain available for purchase in the commissary. This would allow facilities to lower expenses by purchasing generic products while also providing the inmates with additional options.
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2. State

Legislation is also necessary at the state level because federal prison laws do not apply to state-run institutions. Thus, to find a solution for every incarcerated woman, each state would need to implement its own legislation addressing women prisoners’ insufficient access to feminine hygiene products. This legislation should also meet the previously mentioned criteria to effectuate real change in the lives of women prisoners and to recognize that these products are not a luxury, but a necessity.

C. Cost of Implementation

Based on the cost estimations of previously proposed legislation, implementing legislation of this nature would be very inexpensive for the federal and state governments. For example, before Virginia’s House Bill 83 was substituted, the Department of Planning and Budget estimated that it would only cost $33,769 each year to provide sanitary napkins, pads, and tampons to all female inmates. $286 Further, it was estimated that this small cost could be absorbed by the existing budget, meaning no additional funds were required. $287 Similarly, when Colorado amended its budget bill to delegate $40,000 for the provision of free tampons, no additional taxpayer funds were needed. To acquire the funds, the Joint Budget Committee recommended appropriating from the Youthful Offender System because such a small decrease would not harm the program. $288 Further, when compared to Colorado’s $26.8 billion budget, $289 $40,000 is negligible. Additionally, before Arizona House Bill 2222 was stalled, the state estimated that $80,000 would cover the cost of providing prisoners unlimited feminine hygiene products. $290 This was also intended to cover providing menstrual cups and similar items that can be more expensive than tampons or sanitary pads. $291 Although $80,000 may seem large compared to the other states’ estimations, it is still modest considering Arizona’s annual budget is over $9.5 billion. $292 Compared to the amount of money in state budgets and the funds given to various departments of corrections, the cost to provide sufficient feminine hygiene prod-
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Many incarcerated women in the United States lack sufficient access to menstrual hygiene products. The denial of these necessary products goes beyond an unfortunate consequence of incarceration; it is an attack on the dignity of women. Although not every woman prisoner is subjected to this problem, those that are report humiliating and degrading experiences. Additionally, when the provision of these products is at the discretion of corrections officers, there are easy opportunities for guards to abuse their power. When women are provided these products, their needs are often still not met because of the low quantity or quality. This causes many women to resort to alternative methods of menstrual hygiene management. As a result, the women are subjected to increased health risks. This problem also negatively affects women’s self-esteem and rehabilitation.

International communities have recognized that women prisoners have needs separate and distinct from men. Although the United States claims to be a leader in human rights, its penal system neglects many of the human rights of women. For example, the United Nation’s minimum standards for the treatment of women prisoners require feminine hygiene products to be provided for free. Although these standards are nonbinding, many countries have taken steps to implement them into their criminal justice systems. By neglecting women’s need for feminine hygiene products, the United States’ facilities are falling behind the international movement to uphold the rights of women prisoners.

The judicial system has an obligation to protect the constitutional rights of prisoners, but the solution to these women’s problems will probably not be found in court. Prisoners can bring claims under the Eighth Amendment for deprivations of medical care and unhygienic or unsanitary conditions. Lower courts have even suggested that deprivations of feminine hygiene products could rise to the level of an Eighth Amendment claim under certain circumstances. However, even if a successful claim is made, the problem will not be solved because courts give extensive deference to prison administrations when analyzing the constitutionality of prison regulations. Further, courts exercise judicial restraint in correcting invalid regulations, giving the states the first opportunity to correct the internal errors of prison administration.

Federal, state, and local governments have made efforts to solve this problem, but no effort has been a complete solution. Corrective legislation will be the most likely solution for women prisoners’ insufficient access to feminine hygiene products. Because the federal and
state corrections systems operate independently, legislation is required at both the federal and state level. Effective legislation should require multiple types and sizes of feminine hygiene products be provided to the inmates at no cost. Further, the products must be of sufficient quality and provided in sufficient quantity to account for women’s individual needs. The legislation should also provide funds to the appropriate department to aid in meeting the new requirements. These proposed ideas would provide the best solution for all women prisoners who lack sufficient access to feminine hygiene products.